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Doubly stochastic matrices



Amatrixis doubly stochastic

if its real, non-negative, and each

row and column sums to A.

e.g. permutation matrixes

Adoubly stochasticmatrix E

is necessarily square.
↓E



The set of now doubly stochastic

matrices is

cas a couvet polytope
(b) closed under transposes

-
monoid

a) closed under multiplication



The permutation matrices are

Birkkoff
the verbices ofthe polytope.

<M,N3 =br (in*N)

<P,P) =N

JP, 57 <1, SAP

>P is a vertex
-



Fractional isemorphisms



Graphs 1. Y;adjacency matrices

188.

x by are fractionally is omorphic

it there is a doubly stochastic

matrix I such thatAs= S8.



· isomorphisms arefractional

isomorphisms

· Any two Rregular graphs on

~vertices are fractionally

isamorphic.
S = !I

As=2598 =45



If As =S8, then 89:SA.
↳

so fractional isomorphism is an

equivalence relation.

11As =SA, Then S is a fractional

automorphism.



IfAs=58e 8s"=SA. then

SSA =SBS =Ass

and so SS" is a fractional

automorphism ofX.

we use f(X) to denote the set

ofall factional automorphisms

of X.



A graph is compactifall vertices of

DCX) are permutation matrices. Tinhofer



Theaver If 10 Y are fractionally

isomorphicgraphs on a vertices,

There is a permutation mnabrix P

such that

P / 11 ...*1] =(1,81 ...Br1].

rh =# main eigenvalues



Lemma IfRos are doubly stochastic
and y =Pe,- Sy, then y= Pes for
some permutation matrix P.



Equitable partitions



Suppose i is a partition of V/X)

withnormalized characteristic

Matrix

N. CCeNiseirion-NN" is a
e.g. N =

projection

80 "5s



Theorem The following are equivalent:
functions on

(a) it is equitable.- vX) constant
(b) she column space of Nix on cells of I

A invariant.

(1) AN=NC for sems (i)(i) Matrix C.

/Orbitpartitions are equitable)



The projectiononto the column

space of N is NNY, which is

doubly stochastic. And crl(N) is

Ainvariant if&only ifAPNN*

commute.

so equitable partitious give I
elements ofD/X).



Fractional isomorphisms

give equitablepartitions



We can view adoubly stochastic

matrix S as a weighted adjacency
matrixof a directedgraph.

Because S is doubly stochastic, any
weak component is strongly connected.

pe



So we may assume I has the

↳ lockdiagonal ferm

<"...").8 Sc

wherethe diagonal blocks aredoubly
Stochastise irreducible.



If S is nonnegabire& irreducible,

its largest eigenvalue is simple.

So each Si has spectral radius 1,

with eigenvector 1.

The strong components of S partition VIX).

If N isthe normalized characteristic matrix

of thispartition, NNY is projection on her/S-I).



ClaimNN" is a polynomial in S,hence

the partition given by S is equitable.

A graph / is controllable if (A,P):Matron (M)
O'RourkeAlmost all graphs are controllable & Tenri

Lemma If X is controllable, f() =953.



Quantum permutations



Aquantum permutation is annya mabril

p. with entries from the ring Matad(P)
such that:

(a) pijis a projection for all Inj

(b) Pir = a =[P5j

e.g. any permutation (d=1)



Remark If &.... on are did projections

and I Gr= I, then GiGi=0 if itj

Proof We have I =I =S9i + ;999;
Hence o =5,99;and so

0 =t(59,9;) =[6r(9;hj)I

its i)

Hence tr(9,6) =0 & So GiGj=0,



is A quantum permutation is unitary.

2) The product of two quantum permutations

is not, ingeneral, a quantum permutation.

3) 11L =(ii) is an non Labin square
and n ...... Un is an orthonormal basis ofD1,

then if hish, ther

P =

(ni; Dij= unt

is a quantum permutation.



Remark:Ifn,...,n is an orthonormal basis,

then I You =I.

Converse?



We say a quantum permutation ↑ of

indexd is a quantum automorphism

of XifAst, and p commute.
I



Operations on quantum permutations:

Ocoproduct:(*).: =EPir Guiii)

direct sum: *G);;: =$1,49; (g)
TheoremIf P,9 are quantumautomorphisms

of X, so are PAG and PIG.



What make a quantum permutation quantum.
Suppose P=(P,j) is a quantum automorphism.

Ifthe entries of i commute, there is a change

ofbasis that diagonalizes them - so we may assume

Bijisdiagonal 01. 16 followithalp is the

direct sum ofpermutations, which commute with

X if I does



So if we wantsomething notclassical,

the algebra generated by the entries

of P must not be commutative.

I
PFP08

.
1P P 0 C

e.g. PDF 99, & · 9198
0e,a_ -i --

I
S

I 8 11I



Measuring quantum permations.

A measurement is a sequence of projections

9
, .
.. ..Om such that E9:= I. A stake is

given by a density matrix.D, i.e., a positive

semidefinite matrix such that tr (D)=1.

The outcome ofa measurementis an element of

31...,my. We observe;withprobability (9i,D)= tr(9:8).



Each row & each column ofa quantum permutation

is a measurement. If I is a quantum permutation

ofindex & D is a densitymatrixof

order did, wedefine the non matrix(P,0) by

<)P,DD,j =<PissOb



Theorem <P,07 is doubly stochastic.

If i is a quantumautomorphism of X,

then 4P,0Dc f(X).

Theorem 4P,&P,,0,0027) =<P.P.)<P2, DeP

[P,4P,, 20,*(,cal,]) =a(P,,0,3) + x - a) P2,, I

0=a



The mabrices (P,0D, where I runs over

the quantum audemorphisms of X and O

runs over density matrices form a

convexsubset of I /X). It is a monoid &

is transpose-closed.



1) If(rPj) = 1 for all ii;and D= a Id,

then <P,0>= is and X isregular.

2) IfXis controllable, its only quantum

andomorphism is the identity.

3) Most trees admit non-classical quantum

automorphisms (Junk, Schmidt, Weber



4)quantum isomorphic trees are isemorphic.



The Suds) thanks!
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